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TBEST SOCIO-ECONOMIC DATA CONFIGURATION 

TBEST Background 
The Transit Boardings Estimation and Simulation Tool (TBEST) transit modeling and analysis software as 

the platform capable of integrating national local datasets for and application.  The Florida Department 

of Transportation (FDOT) has sponsored the development of TBEST as a state-of-the-art comprehensive 

software package and ridership forecasting model whose primary purpose is as a short-term transit 

service planning tool.   

This technical memorandum outlines the procedures for configuring TBEST-compatible socio-economic 

data for areas within U.S.  This guidance will allow transportation agencies outside of Florida to locally 

configure socio-economic data and utilize TBEST for transit planning applications. 

Important notes regarding this memorandum: 

a) This document and supporting configuration template files are being provided by FDOT to TBEST 

users outside of Florida on an as-is basis with no additional application specific guidance or 

technical support provided by FDOT.  

b) FDOT supplies Florida TBEST users with pre-configured socio-economic support data and 

technical support in configuring and applying TBEST.  As such, Florida TBEST users are not 

required to construct the data detailed in this document, it is currently available for download 

within TBEST.  

c) This document and supporting configuration tools are compatible with the American 

Community Survey 2013-2017, 2014-2018 and 2015-2019 5-Year Estimate data structures.   

 

Accessing TBEST 
TBEST is a free desktop software and can be accessed without license fees from the TBEST website 

(www.tbest.org).  The TBEST website provides TBEST functionality overviews, downloadable instructions 

and user training videos.  TBEST installation guidance is provided below:         

• TBEST requires that either ESRI ArcGIS version 10.2.2, 10.3.1, 10.4.1, 10.5.1, 10.6.1, 10.7.1 or 

10.8.1 is installed on the machine 

• Users must have registered on the TBEST website and logged into the site as a prerequisite 

to downloading the software installation files 

  

http://www.tbest.org/
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TBEST Socio-Economic Support Data Setup 
Configuring TBEST socio-economic data for a region requires that the source TBEST-formatted data 
resides within the TBEST Support Data folder structure.  The TBEST Support Data folder is created during 
TBEST installation and is located at C:\TBEST\SupportData\.  Within the Support Data folder structure, 
users can create one or multiple socio-economic data packages which may be relevant to specific 
regions or house data from varying source years.  Within TBEST, the regional socio-economic data 
packages configured within the C:\TBEST\SupportData\ folder are referenced in the TBEST Explorer 
panel under Socio-Economic Data folder.   
 
The illustration below depicts the TBEST Explorer panel with multiple Socio-Economic Data packages 
referenced.  The packages originate from various regions within the U.S.  For example, the Florida data 
package is configured for all Florida counties while the Humboldt 2019 package is configured for 
counties within the agency service area.   
 

 
 
 
From within TBEST, regional socio-economic data packages can be utilized to:  

1. Create new TBEST transit systems   

2. Update socio-economic data within an existing transit system  

3. Support removing existing model validations   

As a product of this document, based on local data availability, users within any U.S. area will be able to 
configure Census, Employment and Parcel Land Use data for use in TBEST.  The instructions within this 
document will guide the user through the process of assembling required data, applying TBEST data 
formatting requirements, populating required data fields and finally referencing the data files for use 
within the TBEST Socio-Economic Support Data folder.   
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TBEST SOCIO-ECONOMIC DATA CONFIGURATION 

Socio-Economic Data Configuration Notes: 

• The instructions in this document are relevant to the Census 2010 SF1 data files and American 
Community Survey 5-Year estimate data structures and utilize U.S. Census Bureau configuration 
guidance as part of the TBEST data development. 

• The instructions utilize Wake County, North Carolina as a sample geographic extent.  The data 
assembled for Wake County may differ from source data gathered in other areas.  

• The instructions cover Census data builds on a per state basis.  Agencies whose service area 
boundaries extend into more than one state will need to follow the guidance in this document 
for multi-state socio-economic data package configuration. 

• Errors within source Census 2010 and/or American Community Survey data are not considered 
in this document or in the TBEST socio-economic processing tools.  Users should review U.S. 
Census Bureau publications to determine if data errors exist prior to processing.  

• Users outside of Florida can configure TBEST downloadable content to reference local socio-
economic data packages.  See the Section 2.9 of the TBEST User Guide for more information.  

• Longitudinal Employment Household-Dynamics (LEHD) data support has been incorporated into 
TBEST 4.6.  This data is downloadable from the U.S. Census website and available for most areas 
within the U.S.  This document includes TBEST LEHD data configuration guidance.    

• Prior to beginning the configuration process, users should select the preferred employment 
input data based on data availability, accuracy and source data vintage.  The TBEST employment 
input options are the following:  

o LEHD Block-Level data  
o Address (point) level employment  
o Local zonal employment data.   

• Please note that TBEST 4.6 contains a Sync TBEST Source Data to TAZ Base Year feature which, 
once a TBEST Transit System is created with LEHD or point-level employment source data, will 
modify the Transit System employment data to meet zonal base year control totals within the 
TAZ dataset.  This may help with data smoothing for LEHD headquarters issues and other data 
anomalies.             

• Address-level employment, TAZ-based employment and parcel land use data will vary across 
local areas and thus no one set of instructions will address all potential data configuration steps.  
The approach in this document is to provide sample processing steps and information on target 
TBEST database structure.  It is up to the local analyst to determine the exact procedures for 
processing input datasets into TBEST format. 

• The instructions provided in this document assume the following:  
o Users have a working knowledge of ESRI ArcGIS products, Microsoft Excel, and Microsoft 

Access.    
o The latest TBEST 4.6 has been installed on the local computer.  TBEST installation 

downloads can be found at: https://tbest.org/downloads/?dl_cat=14 

o ArcGIS 10.2.2, 10.3.1, 10.4.1, 10.5.1, 10.6.1, 10.7.1 or 10.8.1 is installed on the local 

computer 

o Microsoft Office with Microsoft Access is installed on the local computer 

 

  

https://tbest.org/downloads/?dl_cat=14
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TBEST SOCIO-ECONOMIC DATA CONFIGURATION 

TBEST Production Socio-Economic Data Folder Structure  
TBEST socio-economic support data packages are housed on the local hard-drive within individual 

folders under the C:\TBEST\SupportData\ folder.     

 

Within each package folder, TBEST recognizes socio-economic datasets configured under the following 

sub-folders; Census, InfoUSA, Parcels and Roads. The Default folder contains configuration files with 

specific information relative to the regional data assembly.    
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Data Configuration Setup Inputs 
Prior to processing the TBEST socio-economic inputs, users must evaluate the following data 

configuration setup options: 

1. State/County Definitions – the data extents should be evaluated based on available 

employment and parcel data.  For each county, determine the county name, county FIPS code 

and state FIPS code.  

2. Spatial Coordinate System – determine the local coordinate system for the transit system based 

on the geographic extent of the configuration.  Larger extents (such as statewide data) can 

utilize regional projections while configurations that are specific to local service area can use 

State Plane or UTM coordinate systems.  At present, TBEST requires that the selected spatial 

coordinate system contains feet as the distance unit.         

3. Locally Available Datasets – TBEST configuration allows for variance in the input socio-economic 

datasets to accommodate local data availability and data types.  Prior to configuring TBEST 

socio-economic data, review the source data availability as it applies to the intended TBEST 

applications.     

a. Demographic Data (Census/ACS) – constructed from Census 2010 Block geography and 

attributes and American Community Survey 5-Year estimates.  This data is required for 

TBEST and is available nationally from the Census website. 

b. Employment Data – TBEST accepts either address (point) data, LEHD Census Block-level 

data or zonal/TAZ (polygon) data as input.  Only address employment and block-level 

LEHD data is configured within the TBEST Socio-Economic Support Data.  Zonal (TAZ) 

data is managed outside of TBEST and is referenced directly to TBEST scenarios.  Refer 

to Section 4.2 of the TBEST User Guide for more information on configuring zonal 

employment data for TBEST.  

c. Parcel Land Use Data – TBEST accepts a parcel centroid (point) dataset with specific land 

use attributes as input.  This dataset is required for compatibility with the TBEST Florida 

Land Use 2018 ridership estimation model structure, however, it is not required for 

other TBEST analysis engines including Market Analysis, Title VI Analysis, Network 

Accessibility and Comprehensive Operational Analysis.  Please note that it is not 

required that Parcel data coverage extends to all service area counties.  For example, 

the user can configure parcel data for a primary service county only, with satellite 

counties with minimal service left out of the parcel data.   

d. Roads - constructed from Census TIGER-Line Shapefile Primary and Secondary Roads 

geography.  This data is utilized sparingly for background mapping and is optional. 
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TBEST Socio-Economic Data - File Templates 
To initiate the TBEST socio-economic data configuration, FDOT provides a set of data templates 

intended to guide the data configuration process.   

Socio-Economic Template Loading Instructions 
1. From the TBEST website, download the TBEST Socio-Economic Configuration Template files 

specific to the source American Community Survey data to be utilized.  FDOT currently provides 

the following templates:  

American Community Survey 2015 – 2019 5-Year Estimates  

(URL: https://tbest.org/download/SocioEconomicData_Config_2019.zip) 

American Community Survey 2014 – 2018 5-Year Estimates  

(URL: https://tbest.org/download/SocioEconomicData_Config_2018.zip) 

American Community Survey 2013 – 2017 5-Year Estimates  

(URL: https://tbest.org/download/SocioEconomicData_Config_2017.zip) 

 

2. In Windows Explorer, copy the downloaded SocioEconomicData_Config_<Year>.zip file from the 

download location to the C:\TBEST\ directory.  Unzip the template files using the Windows 

Extract tool by right-clicking on the SocioEconomicData_Config_<Year>.zip file and selecting the 

Extract All… menu option.  Before extracting the files, modify the destination folder location 

from C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config _<Year> to C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config.  

See the Windows Extract illustration below.  After modifying the destination folder, click the 

Extract button.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://tbest.org/download/SocioEconomicData_Config_2019.zip
https://tbest.org/download/SocioEconomicData_Config_2019.zip
https://tbest.org/download/SocioEconomicData_Config_2018.zip
https://tbest.org/download/SocioEconomicData_Config_2017.zip
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3. The resulting TBEST ACS 2015 – 2019 template file structure should be the same as the Windows 

Explorer image below.   

Entering TBEST Socio-Economic Data Configuration Settings 
Prior to configuring the source socio-economic datasets into TBEST format, users must define the 

geographic extent (by county) and socio-economic data source years within TBEST data configuration 

files.  Users must also use ArcMap tools define the default spatial projection system. 

Setting the Default County Codes 
1. In Windows Explorer, navigate to the 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\!RegionName!\Default\ directory. 

2. Open the COUNTIES.TXT file in Notepad. 

3. Enter the State FIPS code, County FIPS code and county name for each county to build into the 

support data configuration.  Enter the 2-digit State FIPS code followed by a comma, the 3-digit 

County FIPS code followed by a comma and then the county name.  Make sure that the county 

name does not contain any special characters such as apostrophes or quotes.  Each FIPS code 

and county should be entered on its own line.  Below is an example entry for Wake County, 

North Carolina.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. After entering all county information, save and close the COUNTIES.TXT file. 
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Set the Source Years for the Socio-Economic Datasets  
1. In Windows Explorer, navigate to the C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\!RegionName!\ 

folder and open the tbest-supportdata-download.csv file in Excel.  In Excel, update the following 

cells: 

a. A1: Enter a general descriptive name for the local socio-economic support data 

b. B1: Enter the current date 

c. C1: Leave blank 

d. D1: American Community Survey source year (2017 or 2018) 

e. E1: Address Employment Data source year.  If employment data is from a local zonal 

employment data source, enter a 0. 

f. F1: Parcel Land Use Data source year.  If parcel data is not available, enter 0.   

g. G1: Employment Data Source Type -  

i. 1 = Address-Level 

ii. 2 = LEHD Block-Level 

iii. 3 = Local Zonal Employment 

 

2. Save the file and close Excel.    

Eliminating Optional Data Folders 
1. Employment Data – If the employment data source is LEHD or a local zonal dataset, TBEST does 

not require the address-level InfoUSA employment data folder.  Therefore, the 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\!RegionName!\InfoUSA folder can be deleted.   

2. Parcel Land Use Data – Parcel data is optional in TBEST.  If parcel data is not implemented within 

the support data, the C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\!RegionName!\Parcels folder can be 

deleted.  

3. Roads Data – Roads data is optional in TBEST.  If road data is not implemented within the 

support data, the C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\!RegionName!\Roads folder can be 

deleted.  
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Configuring Census Data 

Downloading and Formatting 2010 Block Geography 
1. Download the TIGER/Line 2010 Block Geography shapefile from the Census website at: 

http://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/geo/shapefiles/index.php.   

 

2. In the web interface, select 2010 in the Year filter list and in the Layer Type list select Blocks. 

Click the Submit button.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. In the Block 2010 list, select a state.  In the example figure, North Carolina is selected.  Click 

the Download state file button. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. The Block shapefile is downloaded via the browser in zip format.  Move the downloaded zip 

file to the C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\Census\BlockShapefile\ template folder and 

unzip the shapefile.  The shapefile name will correspond to the state downloaded with the 

Census state code within the shapefile name.   

a. In the North Carolina example, the state code is 37.  The shapefile name is 

tl_2010_37_tabblock10.shp.       

http://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/geo/shapefiles/index.php
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5. Open a new ArcMap session and add the state Block shapefile to the map.  In the ArcMap 

Table of Contents, right-click on the Block shapefile and select the context menu option to 

open the Attribute Table.  

6. In the Attribute Table, use the ArcMap Add Field tool to add the following fields with the 

specified Data Type.  Use the ArcMap Field Calculator tool to populate each field based on 

the provided Calculator Expression (see screen capture for an illustration of calculating the 

TRACT values using the Field Calculator).      

a. TRACT – Calculated from the first 11 digits of the GEOID field.  

i. Data Type: Double 

ii. Calculator Expression: LEFT([GEOID10],11) 

b. BLKGRP – Calculated as the 12th digit of the GEOID field.  

i. Data Type: Short 

ii. Calculator Expression: MID([GEOID10],12,1) 

c. BLOCK – Calculated as the 12 – 15th digits of the GEOID field.   

i. Data Type: Short 

ii. Calculator Expression: RIGHT([GEOID10],4) 

d. COUNTY – Calculated as the 4th, 5th and 6th digits of the GEOID field.   

i. Data Type: Short 

ii. Calculator Expression: MID([GEOID10],3,3) 
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7. Select the Block shapefile records which are within the counties defined for the TBEST 

Support Data.   

a. To select the records, use the ArcMap Select by Attributes tool to build a selection 

query based on the COUNTY field defined and populated in Step 6.  

For the sample Wake County data, the Wake County FIPS code is 183.  To select the 

Blocks in Wake County, the input selection expression is: COUNTY = 183.  Modify the 

expression as needed for multiple counties using the OR operator.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Set the ArcMap Data Frame Coordinate System to the Spatial Coordinate System defined for 

the Support Data.   

a. In the ArcMap Table of Contents, right-click on the top-level Layers node and select 

Properties from the context menu.   
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b. In the Data Frame Properties dialog, 

select the Coordinate System tab. 

c. From the list of projections, select the 

local projection system.  To re-iterate, 

the local projection system must use 

feet as the distance units. Click OK to 

set the Data Frame Coordinate 

System. 

i. In the Wake County example, 

we will use the NAD 1983 

State Plane North Carolina 

FIPS 3200 Feet projection.   

 

 

 

 

9. Export the selected Block features 

a. In the ArcMap Table of Contents, right-click on the Block layer and select the Data -

>Export Data menu option from the context menu. 

b. In the Export Data dialog, the following options should be set: 

i. Export: Selected Features 

ii. Use the same coordinate system as: the data frame 

iii. Output Feature Class: 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\!RegionName!\Census\Census.gdb\Ce

nsusBlocks   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c. Click OK to export the data.  Add the exported data to the map and verify that the intended 

counties have been populated in the target feature class.   
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Downloading and formatting Census 2010 SF1 Attributes 
1. Download the 2010 SF1 attributes from the Census website using the FTP browser at: 

http://www2.census.gov/census_2010/04-Summary_File_1/ 

2. In the FTP interface, open the state folder from which to download the files.   

3. Download the state SF1 zip file.  The illustration below depicts the North Carolina summary 

file to download. 

4. Copy the downloaded SF1 zip file to the C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\Census\SF1 

template folder.  To assist in processing the SF1 attributes, this folder contains the following 

files obtained from the Census Bureau: 

a. 0HowToUseMSAccessWithSummaryFile1.pdf – Census Bureau instructions for 

loading SF1 summary files into Access template database 

b. SF1_Access2003.mdb – Census Bureau summary file Microsoft Access template 

database 

5. From the downloaded SF1 zip file, extract the following files into the 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\Census\SF1 folder: 

• <state_prefix>000012010.sf1 

• <state_prefix>000032010.sf1 

• <state_prefix>000042010.sf1 

• <state_prefix>000052010.sf1 

• <state_prefix>geo2010.sf1 

 

6. Process the files listed in Step 5 above into the SF1_Access2003.mdb template database.  

The Census process for importing the files into the SF1_Access2003.mdb template is 

described in the HowToUseMSAccessWithSummaryFile1.pdf.  Steps M through V within the 

Census SF1 documentation describe the process for importing the SF1 geography file.   

7. Optional: Please note that for large SF1 data imports such as those for all counties within a 

state, the SF1_Access2003.mdb can reach the Microsoft Access file size limit of 2 GB before 

each of the required TBEST tables are imported.  To work around the Access file size limit, 

users can create copies of the SF1_Access2003.mdb template file and import individual 

tables within one or more copies of the file.  The imported tables in the copied Access 

http://www2.census.gov/census_2010/04-Summary_File_1/
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database files can be linked back to the main SF1_Access2003.mdb file.  This process allows 

the SF1_Access2003.mdb to remain under the file size limit and still meet the requirements 

for TBEST processing.  As an example of the process for table linking, the following steps 

were required for loading Florida state-wide SF1 data for TBEST processing: 

a. Within Windows Explorer, copy the SF1_Access2003.mdb Census SF1 template file 

to SF1_Access2003 - Copy.mdb. 

b. In the SF1_Access2003.mdb, populate the SF1_00001, SF1_00002, and SF1_00004 

tables based on the Census process guidance referenced in Step 6.  After importing 

the three tables, Windows Explorer displays the Access file size at 1.34 GB.  In this 

case, additional table imports will cause the 2 GB file size limit to be exceeded. 

 

c. To continue importing the data, within the SF1_Access2003 - Copy.mdb, import the 

SF1_00005 and the Florida geography file (flgeo2010) based on the Census process 

guidance in Step 6. 

d. Within the SF1_Access2003.mdb, delete the SF1_00005 template table and use 

Access tools to create the data link to the SF1_00005 and flgeo2010 tables in 

SF1_Access2003 - Copy.mdb.  The illustration below displays the linked tables within 

the SF1_Access2003.mdb file.  For more information on Access data linking, review 

the Microsoft Access instructions for linking tables between database files. 
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Downloading and formatting American Community Survey (ACS) 5-Year Estimates 
1. In a web browser, navigate to the target ACS Summary File Data page at:  

ACS 2015-2019: https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/acs/data/summary-file.2019.html 

ACS 2014-2018: https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/acs/data/summary-file.2018.html 

ACS 2013-2017: https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/acs/data/summary-file.2017.html 

2. Click the 5-Year Summary File link under the ACS 5-year Estimates: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/acs/data/summary-file.2019.html
https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/acs/data/summary-file.2018.html
https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/acs/data/summary-file.2017.html
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3. In the listing of data file folders, click the 5_year_by_state/ folder.  In the list of summary files, 

download that state Tract and Block Groups Only zip file.  For example, the North Carolina file is:   

NorthCarolina_Tracts_ Block_Groups_Only.zip   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Copy the downloaded zip file to the C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\ACS<Year>\ folder.    
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Downloading and Configuring LEHD Employment Data 
1. In a web browser, navigate to the target U.S. Census Longitudinal Employer-Household 

Dynamics page at: https://lehd.ces.census.gov/data/ 

2.  In the LEHD Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (LODES) section, select the LODES7 

version of the LEHD, the State/Territory and the Workplace Area Characteristics (WAC) type. 

3. Click the View Files button. 

4. In the list of LODES files, click to download the target year of Census Block-level workplace area 

characteristics file having wac_S000_JT00 within the file name.  For example, from the list 

below, the latest available file to download would be the North Carolina file: 

nc_wac_S000_JT00_2015.csv.gz 

5. Copy the downloaded file to the C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\LEHD working directory. 

6. Extract the .gz archive file using 7-Zip or other decompression software.  Note that Windows 

decompression will not work on this file.  See the LEHD website for more information on 

compatible decompression software. 

 

 

https://lehd.ces.census.gov/data/
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7.  The extracted file will in .csv format as illustrated below: 

8. Open the C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\!RegionName!\Census\TBESTCensusTables.mdb 

Microsoft Access database.   

9. In Microsoft Access, use the External Data Text File import option to import the 

nc_wac_S000_JT00_2015.csv  into an Access database table using the following options: 

 

a.  In the Microsoft Access Get External Data – Text File dialog, browse for the 

nc_wac_S000_JT00_2015.csv file to import and select the Import the source data into a 

new table in the 

current database 

option and click the 

OK button.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b. In the Import Text Wizard, click the Next button, select the Comma delimited option and 

check the First Row Contains Field Names checkbox and click the Next button. 
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TBEST SOCIO-ECONOMIC DATA CONFIGURATION 

 

c. In the Wizard list of data fields to import, specify the w_geocode field as a Double data 

type and click the Next button. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

d. In the final Import Wizard screen, change the Import to Table to wac_S000_JT00 and 

click the Finish button.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. After the import is complete, open the wac_S000_JT00 table in Microsoft Access to verify that it 

is populated correctly. 

11.  Close the TBESTCensusTables.mdb database. 
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TBEST Census Processing Utility 
FDOT provides the TBEST Census Processing utility to process the extracted Census 2010 and ACS tables 

to create the two TBEST Census attribute tables (SF1 and SF3).  The Utility will format Block and Block 

Group attributes for use in TBEST and use the ACS Block Group variable amounts as control totals for 

updating Block level attributes.  For example, the Census Processing will update Census Block SF1 

population and household data so that the sum of all Census Blocks within any Block Group will match 

the more recently tabulated ACS Block Group totals.  The Block-level distribution of population and 

households will remain proportionally the same as the 2010 SF1 distributions.      

Processing Census 2010 and ACS tables using the TBEST Census Processing Utility 
1. The TBEST Census Processing Utility is provided as executable file and is located in the 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\ folder.  The executable file name is CensusProcessing.exe.   

2. To process the Census data, double-click on the CensusProcessing.exe.  The interface option is 

to select the Counties that willl define the extents of the Census data.  The list of counties in the 

interface are pulled from the values defined by the user in 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\!RegionName!\Default\COUNTIES.txt.    

 

3. Click the Build TBEST Census Data button to 

start the processing.  Depending upon the 

machine speed and the number of input 

counties, the process may take 1 to 24 

hours to complete.  A message will post to 

the user when the process is complete.   
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4. Open the C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\!RegionName!\Census\TBESTCensusTables.mdb 

Access database.  The result of the Census processing is the creation and population of the 

TBEST SF1 (Block) and SF3 (Block Group) attribute tables.  Please review these tables and verify 

that they are correctly populated based on the FIPS code.  To verify against the Block geography, 

open ArcMap and add the C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\!RegionName!\Census 

\Census.gdb\CensusBlocks file geodatabase feature class to the map.  Verify that the record 

count for this map layer matches the record count of the SF1 table.       

 

ArcMap CensusBlocks Feature Class Table 

 
 

Microsoft Access SF1 Table 

 

5. Close ArcMap and Microsoft Access  
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Configuring Address-Level Employment 
Note that if LEHD Employment data has been configured as the employment input, it is unnecessary to 

configure the Address-Level Employment data and this section can be skipped. 

TBEST supports configuration of address-level (point) employment within the Socio-Economic Support 

data.  The Florida TBEST application was constructed to support InfoUSA address-level employment data 

and, as such, this set of instructions are specific to the InfoUSA data source.  However, source address-

level employment data may originate from other sources including local parcel data.  Regardless of the 

data source, the input address employment data will need to be configured into TBEST Support Data 

datasets and contain required TBEST attributes.    

Required TBEST Address Level Employment Attributes 
Source input employment datasets must contain attributes relative to employment type and number of 

employees to be compatible with TBEST.  TBEST will support employment data configuration from 

multiple source formats including Excel spreadsheets (.xlsx), comma separated value (.csv) files and 

point ESRI shapefiles.  Prior to constructing a TBEST compatible address employment dataset, verify that 

the following data is available within the source data: 

1. Employee Count 

• TBEST requires that the source dataset contains a data field value for the total number 

of employees at the employer location.  In some cases, InfoUSA data will only contain 

employee count ranges per employer location.  The analyst may need to pre-process the 

source employment dataset to create a data field containing discreet employee counts 

per employer location.  Please note that the user should be aware of “headquarters” 

employee counts within the source data and verify actual local employees prior to 

TBEST processing.        

2. SIC or NAICS Codes 

• TBEST requires that a 2-digit SIC code is populated per employer location.  This 

instruction set assumes that either 6-digit or 2-digit SIC codes are pre-populated within 

the source dataset.  If the source dataset contains NAICS codes only, the analyst should 

reference online resources for converting the NAICS codes to either 2-digit or 6-digit SIC 

codes and populate SIC values into the source dataset.    

3. FIPS/County Code 

• TBEST requires that a County FIPS code is populated per employer location.  This data is 

sometimes populated within the source dataset and can be re-populated into required 

TBEST fields.  If this value is not populated, ArcMap can be used to populate the value 

based on geographic extents.   

4. Address Coordinates (xy location)  

• If the source data is in point shapefile format, employment address coordinates are not 

a required attribute.   

• If the source data is in flat file format, prior to TBEST configuration determine the spatial 

projection of the source xy coordinates.  In most cases, this will be a geographic 

projection with decimal degrees as the unit.  Refer to the employment data steward or 

dataset metadata for more information on the source projection.      
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• In some datasets, the flat file xy coordinate data is not formatted in a manner that 

would support creating a shapefile from coordinate definitions.  For example, some 

InfoUSA datasets provide xy data in integer format when the correct format should be a 

decimal.  Please review the xy coordinate data format prior to initiating the instructions 

below.  If necessary, reformat the xy coordinates within the source dataset.     

If any of the above variables are missing from the origin dataset, the analyst should investigate methods 

to populate these values prior to proceeding with TBEST configuration.   

Instructions for Configuring TBEST Address Employment data from InfoUSA Data Source 
As was stated earlier, employment data can originate from many sources and it would not be possible to 

provide specific instructions for configuring TBEST address employment data for all possible input 

datasets.  In this set of instructions, the focus will be to process an InfoUSA dataset in Excel spreadsheet 

format into the target TBEST Support Data InfoUSA file geodatabase.  The instructions assume that the 

source data fields are fully populated and that the data is accurate.   

Step A: Creating an Address Employment Shapefile from a Flat File 
If the source address employment data is in point shapefile format, skip this step and move to 

Step B.  

1. Open ArcMap and in the ArcCatalog panel, navigate to the source flat file on the local hard 

drive.   

2. Right-click on the file and select to Create 

Feature Class…-> From XY Table from the 

context menu.  Please note that for 

spreadsheet formats, the user must right-

click on the specific sheet that will used as 

input.   In the example, within ArcCatalog 

the Wake County$ sheet is highlighted 

within the WakeCounty.xlsx Microsoft Excel 

spreadsheet. 
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3. In the Create Feature Class from XY Table dialog, set the following parameters: 

a. X Field: reference the field representing longitude in the source flat file 

b. Y Field: reference the field representing latitude in the source flat file 

c. Coordinate System of Input Coordinates: select the coordinate system defined for the 

source x, y coordinates.   

d. Output: Specify an interim processing 

shapefile as the output dataset.  In this 

case, C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config 

\Temp \XYWake_County.shp has been 

entered as target output shapefile.   

4. After the parameters are set in the Create Feature 

Class from XY Table dialog, click the OK button to 

create the interim employment shapefile.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step B: Creating the TBEST InfoUSA Address Employment File Geodatabase Feature Class 
 

1. Open ArcMap (if not already open) 

2. Within the ArcCatalog panel, navigate to the source address employment shapefile (or other 

ESRI compatible spatial data format) or the interim processing employment shapefile created in 

Step A and add the shapefile as a layer in ArcMap.    

3. Set the ArcMap Data Frame Coordinate System to the spatial coordinate system defined for the 

Support Data.       

a. In the ArcMap Table of Contents, right-click on the top-level Layers node and select 

Properties from the context menu.   
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b. In the Data Frame Properties dialog, 

select the Coordinate System tab. 

c. From the list of projections, select the 

local projection system.  Click OK to set 

the Data Frame Coordinate System. 

4. In the Wake County example uses the NAD 1983 

State Plane North Carolina FIPS 3200 Feet 

projection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. In the ArcMap Table of Contents, right-click on the employment layer and select Data -> Export 

Data from the context menu.  Use the settings below in the Export Data dialog: 

o Export: All Features 

o Use the same coordinate system as: the data frame 

o Output feature class: 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\!RegionName!\InfoUSA\InfoUSA.gdb\InfoUSA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. When the export completes, add the new TBEST InfoUSA layer to ArcMap.   
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7. Verify the TBEST InfoUSA employment feature 

class is available in ArcCatalog.  

8. Use the ArcMap Layer Properties to verify that 

the InfoUSA layer projection system is correctly 

defined as the spatial coordinate system defined 

for the Support Data.       

9. Using the ArcMap Table of Contents, remove the 

interim employment layer from ArcMap.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step C: Creating Required Data Fields in the TBEST InfoUSA Layer 
1. In ArcMap, open the InfoUSA layer attribute table by right-clicking on the layer in the ArcMap 

Table of Contents and selecting Open Attribute Table… from the context menu. 

2. Use ArcMap Add Field function to add the following TBEST required data fields to the InfoUSA 

layer attribute table with the specified data type.  Existing fields can be retained in the dataset 

for additional reference.   

a) SIC2 (Short Integer) – 2-digit employer SIC code  

b) ESTEMP (Float) – number of employees at the 

employer location 

c) COUNTY_C (Short Integer) – County FIPS code  
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Step D: Populating TBEST InfoUSA Data Fields 
1. SIC2 is the 2-digit SIC code which originates from the first two digits of the 6-digit SIC.   

 

If the source dataset contains a 2-digit SIC code, use instructions a) below.  If the source dataset 

contains 6-digit SIC code, use instructions b) below.    

 

a) Populate the SIC2 field from a pre-populated 2-digit SIC code.  For this instruction set, 

the source 2-digit SIC data field name is PRIMARY_SI2.  This may vary with other input 

datasets:  

i. In ArcMap, clear the feature selection on the InfoUSA layer 

ii. Calculate the SIC2 field for all features using the ArcMap Field Calculator.  To 

open the Field Calculator, in the InfoUSA attribute table, right-click on the SIC2 

field header and select Field Calculator 

iii. In the Field Calculator, enter the following value to update the SIC2 field: 

[PRIMARY_SI2] 

iv. Click OK to perform the calculation 

v. Verify that all records have been updated 

 

b) Populate the SIC2 field from a pre-populated 6-digit SIC code.  In this case, the 6-digit 

SIC code field name is PRIMARY_SI.   This may vary with other input datasets.   

 

The instructions below assume that the source 6-digit SIC is stored as an integer.  When 

stored as an integer, the leading zero is not present for SIC codes under 100000.  In the 

InfoUSA layer, these numbers are 5-digits only (e.g., <= 99999).  To parse this number 

into the two-digit SIC code, we will process the 5-digit and 6-digit SIC code ranges 

separately:   

Complete the following steps to populate the SIC2 field for 5-digit integers: 

i. Open the Select by Attributes dialog in ArcMap and select the InfoUSA as the 

target query layer 

ii. Enter the following query in the query dialog and execute the query:  

PRIMARY_SI < 100000 and PRIMARY_SI > 9999 

iii. Calculate the SIC2 field for the selected features using the ArcMap Field 

Calculator.  To open the Field Calculator, in the InfoUSA attribute table, right-

click on the SIC2 field header and select Field Calculator 

iv. In the Field Calculator, enter the following value to update the SIC2 field: 

int(left([PRIMARY_SI],1)) 

i. Click OK to perform the calculation 

v. Verify that the selected records have been updated 
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Complete the following steps to populate the SIC2 field for 6-digit integers: 

 

i. Open the Select by Attributes dialog in ArcMap and select the File Geodatabase 

InfoUSA as the target query layer 

ii. Enter the following in the query dialog and execute the query:  PRIMARY_SI >= 

100000   

iii. Calculate the SIC2 field for the selected features using the ArcMap Field 

Calculator.  To open the Field Calculator, in the InfoUSA attribute table, right-

click on the SIC2 field header and select Field Calculator 

iv. In the Field Calculator, enter the following value to update the SIC2 field: 

int(left([PRIMARY_SI],2)) 

i. Click OK to perform the calculation 

v. Verify that the selected records have been updated 

 

2. ESTEMP is the number (count) of employees at the employer location.  In this case, the source 

dataset employee count field name is ACTUAL_EMP.   This field may vary with other input 

datasets.  We will use the source ACTUAL_EMP data field to calculate the TBEST ESTEMP field.   

Complete the following steps to populate the ESTEMP field: 

i. In ArcMap, clear the feature selection on the InfoUSA layer 

ii. Calculate the ESTEMP field for all features using the ArcMap Field Calculator.  To 

open the Field Calculator, in the InfoUSA attribute table, right-click on the 

ESTEMP field header and select Field Calculator 

iii. In the Field Calculator, enter the following value to update the ESTEMP field: 

[ACTUAL_EMP] 

iv. Click OK to perform the calculation 

v. Verify that all records have been updated 

 

3. COUNTY_C is the FIPS code for each employer.  The source employment dataset can be pre-

populated with a FIPS code or the code can be populated using ArcMap spatial selection.   

 

If the source dataset contains FIPS code, use instructions a) below.  If the source dataset does 

not contain a FIPS code, use instructions b) below.    

 

1. Populate the TBEST COUNTY_C field from a pre-populated county FIPS code. In this case, 

the source FIPS field is COUNTY_COD.  

i. In ArcMap, clear the feature selection on the InfoUSA layer 

ii. Calculate the COUNTY_C field for the all features using the ArcMap Field 

Calculator.  To open the Field Calculator, in the InfoUSA attribute table, right-

click on the COUNTY_C field header and select Field Calculator 

iii. In the Field Calculator, enter the following value to update the COUNTY_C field: 

[COUNTY_COD] 

iv. Click OK to perform the calculation 

v. Verify that all records have been updated 
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2. Populate the TBEST COUNTY_C field using an ArcGIS spatial selection.  

i. In ArcMap, clear the feature selection on the InfoUSA layer 

ii. Spatially select the InfoUSA records per county using any of the ArcMap spatial 

selection tools.   

iii. Calculate the COUNTY_C field for the selected features using the ArcMap Field 

Calculator.  To open the Field Calculator, in the InfoUSA attribute table, right-

click on the COUNTY_C field header and select Field Calculator 

iv. In the Field Calculator, enter the COUNTY_C code for the selected county 

v. Click OK to perform the calculation  

vi. Verify that the selected records have been updated 

 

Step E: Reducing the InfoUSA File Geodatbase Size 
1. To reduce file size, use the ArcToolbox > Data Management > Fields tool remove any unwanted 

data fields from the InfoUSA dataset. 

2. Compress the File Geodatabase using ArcCatalog.  

3. Delete any the interim employment files. 

4. Close ArcMap. 
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Configuring Parcel Land Use Data 
TBEST supports configuration of parcel centroid (point) data within the Socio-Economic Support data.  

The Florida TBEST application was constructed to support parcel data originating from the Florida 

Department of Revenue but other parcel data sources can be configured to be TBEST compatible.   

Regardless of the data source, the input parcel land use data will need to be configured into TBEST 

Support Data datasets and contain required TBEST attributes.  This set of instructions will assist the 

analyst in processing the source parcel datasets into TBEST required format.   

Input Parcel Source Data Format 
Prior to TBEST configuration, these instructions assume that the source parcel data is pre-configured to 

meet the following criteria:   

• Parcel data is configured on a per county basis with individual shapefiles or geodatabases 

per county.    

• Input Parcel shapefiles or geodatabases are point data format.   

o If the source parcel data is in polygon format, reference the following ESRI technical 

support article to calculate the parcel centroids. http://support.esri.com/technical-

article/000009381 

o Note that parcels centroids for large area parcels such as universities or theme parks 

will not generally be within walk access to transit.  For this reason, users may wish 

to investigate and modify parcel centroid locations of major trip generating parcels 

to be closer to transit stops. 

• Each county dataset contains populated values for the required TBEST Parcel Land Use 

attributes listed below.   

Required TBEST Parcel Land Use Attributes 
Source input parcel datasets must contain attributes relative to land use type, dwelling units, internal 

building sq. ft., land area, and parcel area.  Prior to constructing a TBEST compatible parcel land use 

dataset, verify that the following data is available within each source county parcel dataset: 

1. Land Use Code 

• TBEST requires that the source dataset contains a data field value for land use code that 

is consistent with the TBEST Land Use Code spreadsheet.  The spreadsheet is distributed 

with TBEST model structures and can be found at the following location on the local 

hard-drive: C:\TBEST\Models\TBEST Land Use Model 2018\landuse_triprates.xls.  In 

many cases, this requires the analyst to create a lookup/crosswalk table that references 

TBEST codes to the existing codes in the source dataset.  The crosswalk table is then 

used to pre-populate the TBEST codes into the dataset prior to TBEST configuration.  It 

may be necessary to create different land use code crosswalk tables per input county.   

2. Internal Building Sq. Ft. 

• TBEST requires that the source parcel data contains an attribute which summarizes the 

internal building sq. ft. present per parcel.  This value must be pre-populated in the 

source dataset before configuring for TBEST.   

 

 

http://support.esri.com/technical-article/000009381
http://support.esri.com/technical-article/000009381
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3. Dwelling Units 

• TBEST requires that the source parcel data contains an attribute which summarizes the 

number of dwelling units present on the parcel.  This value must be pre-populated in 

the source dataset before configuring for TBEST.   

4. Land Area 

• TBEST requires that the source parcel data contains an attribute which summarizes the 

land area (sq. ft.) per parcel.  This value must be pre-populated in the source dataset 

before configuring for TBEST.   

o Note that if the source parcel dataset does not contain a land area field (sq. ft.), 

the field can be created and a value calculated within ArcMap.  

If any of the above variables are missing from the source parcel dataset(s), prior to proceeding with 

TBEST configuration, the analyst should investigate methods to populate these values.  

Instructions for Configuring Parcel Land Use data 
In this set of instructions, the focus will be to process a single county parcel point shapefile into the 

target TBEST Support Data Parcel file geodatabase.  If multiple county datasets are available, repeat the 

Steps A through C below for each input county parcel shapefile or geodatabase.  The instructions 

assume that the source data fields are fully populated and that the data is accurate.   

Step A: Creating Parcel File Geodatabase Feature Class 
 

1. Open ArcMap  

2. Within the ArcCatalog panel, navigate to the source county parcel shapefile and add it to 

ArcMap.    

3. Set the ArcMap Data Frame Coordinate System to the spatial coordinate system defined for the 

Support Data.       

a. In the ArcMap Table of Contents, right-click on the top-level Layers node and select 

Properties from the context menu.   

b. In the Data Frame Properties dialog, 

select the Coordinate System tab. 

c. From the list of projections, select the 

local projection system.  Click OK to set 

the Data Frame Coordinate System. 

4. In the Wake County example uses the NAD 1983 

State Plane North Carolina FIPS 3200 Feet 

projection. 
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5. In the ArcMap Table of Contents, right-click on the county parcel layer and select Data -> Export 

Data from the context menu.  Use the settings below in the Export Data dialog: 

o Export: All Features 

o Use the same coordinate system as: the data frame 

o Output feature class: 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\!RegionName!\Parcels\ParcelData.gdb\<countyna

me>.  Note: <county name> is the county name of the file being processed and should 

be the same spelling as the name entered county configuration file (COUNTIES.txt).  In 

this case, the county name is Wake.      
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6. When the export completes, add the new TBEST Wake 

parcel layer to ArcMap.   

7. Verify the TBEST county parcel feature class is 

available in ArcCatalog. 

8. Use the ArcMap Layer Properties to verify that the 

Wake layer projection system is correctly defined as 

the spatial coordinate system defined for the Support 

Data.       

9. Using the ArcMap Table of Contents, remove the 

source county parcel layer from ArcMap. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step B: Creating Required Data Fields in the TBEST Parcel Layer 
1. In ArcMap, open the TBEST Parcel layer attribute table by right-clicking on the layer in the 

ArcMap Table of Contents and selecting Open Attribute Table… from the context menu. 

2. Use ArcMap Add Field function to add the following TBEST required data fields to the TBEST 

Parcel layer attribute table with the specified data type.  Existing fields can be retained in the 

dataset for additional reference.   

a) dor_uc (Long Integer) – Land Use Code  

b) tot_lvg_area (Double) – Internal building sq. ft.  

c) no_res_unts (Double) – Number of Dwelling 

Units 

d) lnd_sqfoot (Double) – Parcel area (sq. ft.) 
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Step C: Populating TBEST Parcel Land Use Data Fields 
1. Populate each of the required TBEST data fields listed in Step B using values from the user-

configured source parcel attributes.  The ArcMap Field Calculator will be used to calculate the 

values.  Below is the process for calculating the land use code (dor_uc).  The remaining 

attributes (tot_lvg_area, no_res_unts, lnd_sqfoot) will follow the same process with varying 

source parcel fields and target TBEST fields. 

Populate the TBEST dor_uc field from a pre-populated land use code.  For this instruction set, 

the source land use code is lu_code.  This may vary with other input datasets.   

Complete the following steps to populate the parcel land use code field: 

i. In ArcMap, clear the feature selection on the county Parcel layer 

ii. Calculate the dor_uc field for all features using the ArcMap Field Calculator.  To open 

the Field Calculator, in the parcel county attribute table, right-click on the dor_uc field 

header and select Field Calculator 

iii. In the Field Calculator, enter the following value to update the dor_uc field: [lu_code] 

iv. Click OK to perform the calculation 

v. Verify that all records have been updated 

Step D: Reducing the TBEST Parcel File Geodatabase Size 
1. Compress the Parcel File Geodatabase using ArcCatalog  

2. Close ArcMap 
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Configuring Background Roads Data 
1. To download the Census Primary and Secondary Roads Tiger/Line Shapefile, in a web browser 

navigate page to:  

Census Downloads: https://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/geo/shapefiles/index.php  

2. In the Census web selection screen, select 

2018 as the year and Roads as the layer type 

and click the Submit button. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. In the following screen on the Census 

website, select the target State for Primary 

and Secondary Roads and click the Download 

button. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Copy the downloaded zip file to the C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\Roads folder and use 

Windows Explorer to extract the shapefile from the zip file. 

5. The shapefile name will correspond to the state downloaded with the Census state code within 

the shapefile name.   

a. In the North Carolina example, the state code is 37.  The shapefile name is 

tl_2018_37_prisecroads.shp.       

6. Open a new ArcMap session and add the state Roads shapefile to the map.   

https://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/geo/shapefiles/index.php
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7. Set the ArcMap Data Frame Coordinate System to the Spatial Coordinate System defined for the 

Support Data.   

a. In the ArcMap Table of Contents, right-click 

on the top-level Layers node and select 

Properties from the context menu.   

b. In the Data Frame Properties dialog, select 

the Coordinate System tab. 

c. From the list of projections, select the local 

projection system.  To re-iterate, the local 

projection system must use feet as the 

distance units. Click OK to set the Data Frame 

Coordinate System. 

i. In the Wake County example, we will 

use the NAD 1983 State Plane North 

Carolina FIPS 3200 Feet projection.   

 

 

 

 

8. Export the Roads features 

a. In the ArcMap Table of Contents, right-click on the Roads layer and select the Data ->Export 

Data menu option from the context 

menu. 

b. In the Export Data dialog, the following 

options should be set: 

i. Export: All Features 

ii. Use the same coordinate 

system as: the data frame 

 

 

 

 

iii. Output Feature Class: 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\!RegionName!\Roads\Roads.gdb\Roads 

c. Click OK to export the data.   

9. Close ArcMap 
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Creating the TBEST Socio-Economic Data Package 
 

Single State Configuration 
1. In Windows Explorer, copy the C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\!RegionName!\ folder to 

C:\TBEST\SupportData\ 

2. Modify C:\TBEST\SupportData\!RegionName!\ folder name to a name that is representative of 

the local area and source years of the socio-economic data.   

a. For Wake County, the Wake County 2016 folder name describes the data geographic 

extent and the vintage of the source 2016 American Community Survey (ACS) data. 

 

 

Multi-State Configuration 
Many urban areas support interstate transit services and the TBEST 4.6 provides data processing support 

for multi-state socio-economic data.  To construct multi-state TBEST socio-economic data package, you 

will need to follow the processes in this document to create the socio-economic data for each individual 

state needed to support the transit system service area.   After processing, the datasets will be merged 

into a single target socio-economic data package.  The following instructions provide procedural 

guidance to merge individual state socio-economic data packages into a single, multi-state package.  

Processing multiple states into a Primary State Data Package 

1. For each state required for transit system service extent coverage, use the processes in this 

document configure the TBEST socio-economic data.  After processing a state, rename the 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config folder to 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config_<statename> and start the configuration process on the 

next state. 

2.  When all states are completed, the raw data will need to be merged into a single multi-state 

dataset.  To begin, select the state with the most counties configured for TBEST.  This will be 

referred to in the following procedures as the Primary state.  Perform the following for the 

Primary state:  

a. In Windows Explorer, copy the 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config_<primarystate>\!RegionName!\ folder to 

C:\TBEST\SupportData\ 
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b. Rename the C:\TBEST\SupportData\!RegionName!\ folder to a name that is 

representative of the service area such as C:\TBEST\SupportData\Northern Virginia 

2019.   

To merge Counties.txt records: 

1. Open the C:\TBEST\SupportData\<regionname>\Default\COUNTIES.txt in Notepad. 

2. For each state other than the Primary state: 

i. Open the 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config_<statename>\!RegionName!\Default\COUNTIES.txt in 

Notepad.   

ii. Copy the text from 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config_<statename>\!RegionName!\Default\COUNTIES.txt to 

C:\TBEST\SupportData\<regionname>\Default\COUNTIES.txt and paste at the end of the 

existing text making sure that each county is on its own line. 

iii. Close 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config_<statename>\!RegionName!\Default\COUNTIES.txt 

3. Close C:\TBEST\SupportData\<regionname>\Default\COUNTIES.txt  

To merge Census 2010 Block Geography:  

1. Open ArcGIS and load each state Census Block dataset including the Primary state from 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config_<statename>\!RegionName!\Census\Census.gdb\Census. 

2. If needed, use ArcGIS tools select and remove extraneous counties from each dataset that will 

not be part of the service area.   

3. Use the Merge Geoprocessing tool to merge the datasets into a single dataset in the 

C:\TBEST\SupportData\<regionname>\Census\Census.gdb file geodatabase.  Use Census_temp 

as the output dataset name. 

4. Use ArcCatalog to remove the C:\TBEST\SupportData\<regionname>\Census\Census.gdb\Census 

dataset. 

5. Use ArcCatalog to rename the 

C:\TBEST\SupportData\<regionname>\Census\Census.gdb\Census_temp to 

C:\TBEST\SupportData\<regionname>\Census\Census.gdb\Census. 

 

  To merge Census SF1, SF3 and LEHD tables (skip the LEHD steps if not configured): 

1. Open C:\TBEST\SupportData\<regionname>\Census\CensusTables.mdb in Microsoft Access.  

2. For each state other than the Primary state: 

i. Open 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config_<statename>\!RegionName!\Census\CensusTables.md

b in Microsoft Access.   

ii. Individually drag and drop the SF1, SF3 and wac_S000_JT00 tables from the 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config_<statename>\!RegionName!\Census\CensusTables.md

b into the C:\TBEST\SupportData\<regionname>\Census\CensusTables.mdb 

iii. On the drop operation, Access will prompt for a table name.  Use SF1_temp, SF3_temp 

wac_S000_JT00_temp as the Table Names.  
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iv. Close the 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config_<statename>\!RegionName!\Census\CensusTables.md

b 

v. With C:\TBEST\SupportData\<regionname>\Census\CensusTables.mdb open in Access, within 

Access create a new Query and go to the SQL View.   

vi. In the SQL Query window, clear any existing text and the copy the text below and paste into 

SQL Query window:  

o INSERT INTO SF1 SELECT * FROM SF1_Temp 

vii. Click the Run button on the Microsoft Access toolbar.  This will append the records into the 

Primary state SF1 table. 

viii. In the SQL Query window, clear any existing text and the copy the text below and paste into 

SQL Query window:  

o INSERT INTO SF3 SELECT * FROM SF3_Temp 

ix. Click the Run button on the Microsoft Access toolbar.  This will append the records into the 

Primary state SF3 table. 

x. In the SQL Query window, clear any existing text and the copy the text below and paste into 

SQL Query window:  

o INSERT INTO wac_S000_JT00 SELECT * FROM wac_S000_JT00_temp 

xi. Click the Run button on the Microsoft Access toolbar.  This will append the records into the 

Primary state wac_S000_JT00 table. 

xii. Delete the SF1_Temp, SF3_Temp and wac_S000_JT00_temp tables 

3. Close C:\TBEST\SupportData\<regionname>\Census\CensusTables.mdb. 

To merge Parcel data (skip if Parcel data is not configured): 

1. Open ArcMap and in ArcCatalog navigate to the 

C:\TBEST\SupportData\<regionname>\Parcels\ParcelData.gdb file geodatabase.  

2. For each state other than the Primary state: 

a. Use the ArcCatalog Copy tool to copy each county dataset from: 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config_<statename>\!RegionName!\Parcels\ParcelData.

gdb\<countyname>  to: 

C:\TBEST\SupportData\<regionname>\Parcels\ParcelData.gdb\<countyname> 

3. Close ArcMap 

 

To merge Address Employment data (skip if Address Employment data is not configured): 

1. Open ArcGIS and load each state InfoUSA dataset including the Primary state from: 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config_<statename>\!RegionName!\InfoUSA\InfoUSA.gdb\InfoU

SA. 

2. If needed, use ArcGIS tools select and remove extraneous records from each dataset that will 

not be part of the service area.   

3. Use the Merge Geoprocessing tool to merge the datasets into a single dataset in the 

C:\TBEST\SupportData\<regionname>\ InfoUSA\InfoUSA.gdb\InfoUSA file geodatabase.  Use 

InfoUSA_temp as the output dataset name. 

4. Use ArcCatalog to remove the C:\TBEST\SupportData\<regionname>\ 

InfoUSA\InfoUSA.gdb\InfoUSA dataset. 
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5. Use ArcCatalog to rename the C:\TBEST\SupportData\<regionname>\ 

InfoUSA\InfoUSA.gdb\InfoUSA._temp dataset to C:\TBEST\SupportData\<regionname>\ 

InfoUSA\InfoUSA.gdb\InfoUSA. 

 

To merge Roads data (skip if Roads data is not configured): 

1. Open ArcGIS and load each state Roads dataset including the Primary state from: 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config_<statename>\!RegionName!\Roads\Roads.gdb\Roads. 

2. If needed, use ArcGIS tools select and remove extraneous records from each dataset that will 

not be part of the service area.   

3. Use the Merge Geoprocessing tool to merge the datasets into a single dataset in the 

C:\TBEST\SupportData\<regionname>\Roads\Roads.gdb\Roads file geodatabase.  Use 

Roads_temp as the output dataset name. 

4. Use ArcCatalog to remove the C:\TBEST\SupportData\<regionname>\Roads\Roads.gdb\Roads 

dataset. 

5. Use ArcCatalog to rename the 

C:\TBEST\SupportData\<regionname>\Roads\Roads.gdb\Roads_temp dataset to 

C:\TBEST\SupportData\<regionname>\Roads\Roads.gdb\Roads. 

 

Verifying the Socio-Economic Data Packages within TBEST 
1. Open TBEST and the new socio-economic data package will be available for use in TBEST 

Explorer.     

 

2. To verify that the Socio-Economic Support structure is compatible with TBEST, in TBEST 

Explorer right-click on the target socio-economic data package and select the Verify Support 

Data Structure from the context menu.   
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3. TBEST will initiate TBEST Support Data Verification report which will evaluate the file and 

data structure for the target socio-economic data package and report the configuration 

status of both required and optional data elements.  Please note that the Support Data 

Verification report does not evaluate database values, only configuration file contents, 

spatial projection systems, and TBEST database structures.  Users should quality check data 

values outside of TBEST prior to utilization. 

 

For illustration of process output, the following examples contain assessments of several TBEST 

Socio-Economic Support Data packages: 

 

a) Wake County 2019 – The verification report results indicate that all Wake County 2019 

TBEST socio-economic data elements are present with the exception of the optional 

Parcel Land Use files. 

 

 
 

 

b) Lansing 2014 - The verification report results indicate successful configuration of the 

Lansing County Definition file, the Socio-Economic Configuration file, the Network Seed 

file, and Census data files.  The report indicates that the optional InfoUSA and Parcel 
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Land Use data files are missing within the Socio-Economic Support data.  The report 

details include a caution icon to indicate that additional investigation may be warranted.  

In this case, the socio-economic data configuration is complete as both address-level 

InfoUSA Employment and Parcel Land Use data were not available for the region.  As 

TBEST does require an employment data source, users can reference zonal employment 

datasets directly to TBEST scenarios after creation of the TBEST Transit System using this 

data package.  With the optional Parcel Land Use data not available, Transit Systems 

created using this socio-economic support data will not be able to take advantage of the 

TBEST Land Use Market Analysis feature or perform ridership estimation model runs 

using TBEST model structures where Parcel Land Use data is a required input.  This 

includes the FDOT supplied TBEST Land Use Model 2018 model structure.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c) Wake County 2015 – The verification report results indicate successful configuration of 

the Wake County 2015 County Definition file, the Socio-Economic Configuration file, the 

Network Seed file, the Census data files, and the address-level InfoUSA data.  In this 

case, the input Parcel Land Use data has data definition issues which will require 

correction prior to utilization within TBEST.  Specifically, the Parcel Land Use dataset is in 

Polygon format and must be converted to Point data format, and the Wake Parcel Land 

Use dataset is missing two required data fields; tot_lvg_area and no_res_unts.  Users 

can make the corrections in the source data and then re-run the verification report to 

further evaluate the corrections.   
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4. Once fully verified for use in TBEST, the new socio-economic data package can be used to 

create a new TBEST Transit System or update the socio-economic data in an existing Transit 

System. 

 

5. The TBEST Socio-Economic Configuration Template files can be removed by deleting the 

C:\TBEST\SocioEconomicData_Config\ folder from the local hard drive.   

 

 

 


